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Sample Test16

Sample Test

1. Billy added the following numbers of beetles.

4      9     10     6
What is the total number of beetles?

29                    39                    19                    28

2. What is the largest number you can make arranging the following numerals?

5962
2695                    9652                    6925                    9256

3. Sally is 11 years old. Her grandfather is 57. How much older is Sally’s grandfather 

than Sally?

3. Sally is 11 years old. Her grandfather is 57. How much older is Sally’s grandfather 

46                    54                    66                    56

4. There are 32 tadpoles in a bucket. 17 tadpoles jump out of the 

bucket. How many tadpoles remain?

4. There are 32 tadpoles in a bucket. 17 tadpoles jump out of the 

  15                   17                   25                   12

5. What is the value of the 6 in 3698?

600                    6000                    60                    6

6. There are 7 fi elds with 12 orange trees in each. How many orange trees are there?

63                    88                    64                    84

29                    39                    19                    28
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Sample Test 17

7. Bracelets were for sale at 4 for $20. Brianna paid $60. How many bracelets did 

she buy?

7. Bracelets were for sale at 4 for $20. Brianna paid $60. How many bracelets did 

8                   10                   12                   14

8. Rachel had 36 lollies. If she gave them to 6 of her friends, how many would each 

friend receive?

8. Rachel had 36 lollies. If she gave them to 6 of her friends, how many would each 

4                   5                   6                   7

9. A deck of 52 cards is shared by 4 classmates. How many 

cards does each person receive?

9. A deck of 52 cards is shared by 4 classmates. How many 

 9                   11                   13                   15

10. Look at the number sentence below.

Double 4 x  = 96. 
What is the missing number?

12                   15                   17                   24

11. The length of a school pencil is closest to which measurement?

2 cm                    12 cm                    30 cm                    50 cm
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82 Matching verbs; adjectives

Beginner Grammar
Matching verbs

Write the correct verb on the line.

1. We  to the beach last Sunday.             goed     go     went     going

2. Yesterday the two boys  all the chips.        eat     ate     will eat     eaten

3. Emma and Charlotte  the football.       kicks     kicked     kicking     kicker

4. A fragrant rose  in my grandma’s garden.       growing     grows     growed

5. The boy  down the embankment.            rolling     roll     rolled     roller

6. Last night three spiders  their webs.     spinned     spinning     spun     span

Adjectives  

Read the story, The Best Teacher. Write 

the adjective from each line. Some lines 

may have more than one adjective.

The Best Teacher

Year 5 was getting a new teacher. 

He walked in with a cheeky grin on his face. 

He had brown hair and green eyes. 

He introduced himself as Mr K and told the class a funny joke. 

He said they could have an early lunch if they 
guessed his middle name.

Year 5 loved having Mr K after their old grumpy teacher!

 to the beach last Sunday.             goed     go     went     going

 all the chips.        

HOT TIP: Verbs in a sentence must match the 
nouns and pronouns as well as the tense.

Write 

the adjective from each line. Some lines 
HOT TIP: 
Adjectives are 
words that 
describe nouns. 
For example, the 
young girl.
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83Adverbs; conjunctions

Adverbs

Read the story, The Bank Robbery. Write an adverb to match the verbs in the story to make 

it more exciting. Choose from the words below.

rapidly, cautiously, accidentally, quietly, instantly, roughly

The Bank Robbery

The robber tiptoed  behind a pole. He  snuck 

past the security guard towards the bank vault. He  triggered 

the alarm system. Guards  came running from every direction. 

He was  dragged out to a waiting police car, which sped  

 off into the distance.

Conjunctions

Read the text, Fascinating Apple Facts. Write the conjunctions from the text inside the 

apple on the numbered lines.

Fascinating Apple Facts 

Apples have been growing on trees since about 6500 BC. 

Apples fl oat because 25% of their volume is air. 

Apple blossoms are usually pink when they open 
but gradually fade to white.

Apple trees don’t bear their fi rst fruit until they are 
four or fi ve years old.

Apples were the favourite fruit of ancient Greeks 
and the favourite fruit of ancient Romans.

One apple has fi ve grams of fi bre so apples are a 
great source of the fi bre pectin.

 dragged out to a waiting police car, which sped  

HOT TIP:  Adverbs tell us about the verb. 
They tell when, how, where or how often.

HOT TIP:  Conjunctions are connecting words. Conjunctions can join two 
single words or two groups of words. Common conjunctions include: and, 
but, because, while, until, so, since, after and before.

1.  

2.  

   3.      4.  

5. 

6. 
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234 Narrative story

The Soccer Final

You are going to write about a fi nal soccer game. It 

could be your own fi nal or a fi nal that you went to 

watch a friend or family member play in. To help with 

your writing think about what events would make this 

an interesting soccer match.

Before you start writing think about:

•	 when and where the game took place and who 

was there

•	 what complication or problem occurred at the 

game: was one team thrashed? Was someone 

injured? Did one team forfeit? 

•	 what series of events this problem triggered for the 

main characters

•	 how the problem was overcome or resolved

•	 a coda where a moral or lesson to be learned is 

delivered.

Be sure to:

•	 use the planner on the next page to plan   

your writing

•	 write your narrative on page 20

•	 give your narrative a title

•	 write in the past tense

•	 use the present tense for dialogue

•	 use the orientation to set the scene and mood and 

to introduce the characters, place and time of the 

soccer fi nal

•	 pay attention to the words you use to describe 

events and characters’ reactions and feelings

•	 check and edit your writing when you have fi nished.

Narrative story

Beginner Narrative Writing
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235Narrative writing planner

Narrative writing planner

Title:  The Soccer Final

Series of events: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Orientation: 

Complication or problem: 

Resolution: 

Coda: 
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274

The Day I Could Fly

You are going to write a fantasy story about the day you awoke and could fl y. You may 

have stayed in our world or visited another world or a different planet. 

Before you start writing think about:

•	 how you were able to fl y: did you have wings or some 

kind of engine?

•	 where you went when you fl ew away 

•	 what fantastic adventure you had and amazing 

places you visited

•	 different fantastic characters or creatures you met

•	 the complication or problem you and the characters 

faced 

•	 how the problem was overcome or resolved and if it 

involved magic or supernatural qualities.

Be sure to:

•	 use scrap paper to plan your writing. You might like to 

revisit pages 31–35 to help with your planning

•	 write in the past tense

•	 use the present tense for dialogue

•	 use the orientation to set the scene, introduce   

the characters, place, time and the complication  

or problem 

•	 introduce fantastic elements into your writing—things 

throughout that cannot occur in the real world, such 

as: fl ying humans, talking animals, celestial beings, 

beasts, monsters, fairies and superhumans

•	 resolve the complication or problem with actions that 

could not occur in the real world.

Fantasy story: narrative

Fantasy story: narrative

Advanced Narrative Writing
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